Date: December 10, 2019
To: Valued Customer
From: Commission Manager
Re: Wood Pile (Burn Pile)
Since I took over the regional landfill 3 1/2 years ago we have been working hard to ensure that the
practices at the regional landfill are meeting Provincial regulations and policies. One of the policies we
have to abide by is with the burning of wood at the landfill. We created information brochures as well
as new signs and informing people when on the scale as to what can and can not be placed into our
burn pile. In addition, we posted new directives in 2018 directing what types of wood that could go to
burn pile and provided to customers throughout a full year, see letter posted in July 2018 on this web
site as well.
However, we continue to have issues relative to what is being put into our burn piles and creating issues
that can lead to the Waste Commission, as well as myself personally, to being fined should a
representative from Alberta Environment come on site and sees all the items that are not allowed in our
burn piles. In addition, local fire authorities could charge us if items like plastics are put into our burn
pile and we burn.
Due to these issues I have had to make a decision and restrict only the following items into the burn pile
and all the rest of wood to go to the landfill. Accepted items are: Cut up trees, branches, and brush
only. No Pallets or clean wood accepted. Any person caught putting other wood items into the burn
pile will be subject to fines and cleanup costs associated with the removal of the unwanted items.
We apologize for this major change, but since there is so much neglect by our customers putting the
wrong items into the burn pile we are having to make this change Immediately. Should you have any
questions relating to this, please contact me directly via email: manager@wrwmc.com, or phone: 780805-2015, or ask at the landfill scale to talk to me and if I am there I would be glad to explain why the
changes.

Thank you

______________________________________
E. Tom Moore, Commission Manager

Vision Statement: “We are leaders in waste diversification and innovation!”

Burn Pile Sign

Painted/Stained wood

Metal Fan, painted wood

Plastic film, plastic doors

Mattress

Tar covered wood
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